Drawing and Music apps for iOS
Drawing Apps (iPad, iPod touch, iPhone)

Music Apps (iPad, iPod touch, iPhone)

Doodle Buddy Finger paint with thousands

SoundPrism creates beautiful music

of colors and drop in playful stamps.

immediately without prior knowledge.
Visualization of pitches, intuitive controls.

With iDoodle2 Lite you can draw, sketch

GarageBand uses Multi-Touch gestures to

basic geometric shapes along with the pen

play pianos, organs, guitars, drums, and

and "blob" tool, replay your drawings, undo/

basses, and do things you could never do on

redo with a quick half-flip, and more!

a real instrument.

DrawCast aims to be the best free drawing

Finger Drums offers three drum kits. Choose

app on the iPhone. It includes many

from three amazing professionally recorded

advanced features, and is constantly adding

drum kits - rock, hip hop or dance.

more.

Be the maestro with Virtuoso Piano Free.
Drawing Apps (iPad only)

Learn and play the piano anytime and
anywhere.

SketchBook Express is a fun and intuitive
drawing application. Use professional-grade
tools and brushes to create doodles, quick

With Bongos Free, swirl your finger around

sketches or artwork on-the-go.

for slower or faster rolls. The drum sound
varies slightly from hit to hit.

ShowMe allows you to record voice-over
whiteboard tutorials and share them online.
It’s a radically intuitive app that anyone will

Music Sparkles is the largest, most robust

find extremely easy to use.

collection of fun & playful musical instruments
on the App-Store. A lasting visual and audio

Scribble Kid is a fun and simple drawing

experience, easy to play, fun to use.

app. Just pick a color and scribble away. The
perfect back-seat companion for the artistic
and antsy, alike.

Music Apps (iPad only)

Tactilis lets you use iPad for drawing the

Pocket Piano HD has the rich sound and

same way you would use pencil, paper and

versatility of a real piano. Pocket Piano HD

drafting tools. It lets you work on smaller

has all 88 keys including sharps and flats

details without loosing the big picture.

giving you the entire piano to play your
favorite tunes.

David Nelson and Kellyclare Gardner!
http://bit.ly/dnquicksheets!
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